
1 Consistent Units

1.1 Meaning

A collection of units is consistent if the only number that appears in unit conversion
formulas is the number 1.0

For example, to convert from joules to kilograms, meters and seconds, the only number
that appears is 1.0.

1.0 J =
kg · m2
s2

1.2 Rationale

• Calculations are easier bcause extra unit conversions are avoided.

• Reduce chance of errors.

1.3 Consistent Units in SI and Traditional

Consistent units in SI and Traditional are shown in the table below. Following the
table are useful tips. .

Dimension SI units Traditional Notes
mass kg slug 1
length m ft
time s s
speed m/s ft/s
density kg/m3 slug/ft3

specific weight N/m3 lbf/ft3

force N lbf
pressure Pa (N/m2) psf (lbf/ft2)
volume flow rate (discharge) m3/s ft3/ s
mass flow rate kg/s lbm/s or slug/s
temperature K oR 2
power W ft· lbf/ s 3
energy J ft· lbf
Notes

1. In practice, lbm are used, not slugs. In many cases, one needs to use the
conversion formula (pronounced "g-sub-c") given by

gc =
32.2 lbm · ft
lbf · s2
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2. Using absolute temperature (Kelvin or Rankine) always gives a correct result.
However, in most calculations such as Newton’s law of cooling (htx) datum-
refenced temperature (Fahrenheit or Celsius) will give a correct result. But!—be
careful. For example the ideal gas law requires absolute temperature units. If
you are ever in doubt do calculations both ways; if you get same answer then
either system works

3. In traditional system, use (ft-lbf/s) in your calculations However, convert your
final answer to horsepower because this is standard practices (power is rarely
every reported in ft-lbf/s).

Tips.

• When you do calcs, do one of the following

— select traditional units and use the base units given in the table or

— select SI units and use the base units

• Get proficient in working with both unit systems because real world uses both
systems.

• When you have a choice, select SI becasue this results in fewer errors.
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